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In memoriam: Hans Beumer 
 
At the end of November, we received the sad 
news that honorary member Hans Beumer passed 
away on Friday 20 November at the respectable 
age of 79.  
 
We knew Hans as a passionate top breeder of the 
North Dutch blues. Until a few years ago, he was 
at many exhibitions and always got good results.  
 
We wish the family our sympathies and all the 
strength needed to deal with their loss. 
 
 
Text from an interview with Hans Beumer dated 
25 July 2008. 
Hans grew up among chickens. One grandfather bred leghorns, his other 
grandfather had North Dutch Blues. His father also bred North Dutch Blues during 
the war; he had a well-bred tribe. In addition, they bred with black-capped leghorns. 
Because of the severe hunger during the war one of the beautiful North Dutch blue 
rooster had to be killed and eaten and Hans was moved to tears because of this. It 
wasn't until six years later he saw them again and bought a few eggs. Years ago, he 
also started breeding Welsumers and Crow's Heads.  
Hans bred between forty and fifty chicks per season. During the selection he always 
looked which animals were suitable for the exhibition and which for breeding. 
Well-drawn roosters were for the exhibition and light-drawn cocks for hen 
breeding.  
 
To prevent damage to comb and/or chins, Hans had one rooster per chicken coop.   
Possible damage to the animals came from outside; think of hawks and foxes. Hans 
participated at the highest level for years by breeding according to the principles of 
line cultivation. He also used light cocks for hen breeding and dark cocks for 
breeding. He was always very precise in looking at what one animal did have and 
the other not. During the breeding season he took notes in a notebook and gave a 
++ for the comb and +++ for the colour. Hans always wanted to do well: in two 
seasons he scored a U five times (for excellent).  
 
Because of his health, Hans has been living in a nursing home in Wageningen since 
2017, where he was given his own chicken coop. At first the loft was filled with 
Andalusians, but Hans did not agree with that at all. In no time, the Andalusians 
were replaced by North Dutch blues.  
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Photo:  
The way Hans holds and handles the cock is amazing. 
He has nowhere to go and in the meantime the old 
master has already seen and felt: the sternum is in 
order; the wing pins are nicely wide and the colour 
seems to be good.  
 
Hendrik ter Horst 
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New members 
Two new members have signed up. Erik Nijeboer from Hoogenweg and Kees van 
Ruitenbeek from Purmerend. Erik breeds Assendelter Bantams en Kees Dutch 
Blues. Welcome to our club! 
 
Recommended ring sizes for our varieties:  
Assendelfter   cock 15 mm hen 13 mm 
Assendelfterkriel   cock 13 mm hen 11 mm 
Noord-Hollands hoen  cock 22 mm hen 18 mm  
Noord-Hollands hoen kriel  cock 15 mm hen 13 mm 
 
Contribution 2020 
Membership of the ANHBC is € 17,-- per year. For youth members €7.50. 
We ask you to pay the membership fee for 2021 before 1 February 2021  by 
means of internet banking via account number:   
NL40 RBRB 0706 508 513 at ANHBC in Ter Apelkanaal. Members who 
have not paid their dues are not eligible for honorary prizes. 

 
Young Animal Day Saturday 3 October 2020 
A young animal day in a slightly different way than usual.  
In compliance with the RIVM measures, we managed to organize a young animal 
day be it in a slightly stripped-down form than what we are used to. In order to limit 
physical contact as much as possible, both the lottery and award ceremony were 
held in a sober form. Additionally, unlike other years, this time the board 
deliberately chose money prizes that were subsequently transferred to the winners. 
Hopefully this will be different in the future, but at that time it seemed to us the best 
way of organizing. 
  
After all the animals were put in the exhibition cages and everyone had consumed 
the necessary coffee/tea, the judges Klaas v/d Hoek, Wim Voskamp and Hanno 
Dijkhorst started their inspection. You can read their findings later in this club 
magazine. 
Meanwhile, a short meeting was held in the conference room to identify some 
operational points. For example, the minutes of the previous meeting (9 March 
2019), the 2020 budget, and the adjustment of down colour in standard of the 
North-Dutch bred have been adopted.  
Bram Bos and Aletta Suiker have been reappointed. The cash committee, consisting 
of Wim Noorloos and Herbert Oudshoorn, audited the finances of 2019 informed 
the treasurer all was in order.  
Martin Vink and René v/d Kerkhof gave a presentation about the breeding 
programme of the Assendelfter Bantams and expressed their concern about the 
number of breeders and animals. (More on this on pages 7 and 8).). 
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Despite all the restrictions it was a productive and pleasant day nevertheless, with a 
relaxed and pleasant atmosphere. (The winners with the results are on page  11).   
 
New “Kippenhal” Poultry Museum Barneveld in the Netherlands 
On Saturday 21 November  all varieties were moved/swapped/picked up/ brought 
to fill the new CHICKEN HALL. The “Hoendertuin is empty to be refurbished  and 
cleaned. Fortunately, everything went smoothly. Everyone was impressed by the 
beautiful lofts. Some people did have an important tip: provide more light in the 
indoor pens. This was immediately picked up by the representatives of the Poultry 
Museum, more light will be used in the pens from now on.    
The information signs for the animals will be ready soon.   
Several breeders took one or more of their animals’ home from the museum for 
breeding in the spring, which is good. 
In time, there will also be a rack in the CHICKEN HALL with leaflets of all 
varieties chickens.  
 
 
Did you know that ......  
Did you know that a chicken could 
swim? Well, this 5-year old 
Bantam hen likes to swim regularly 
in the pond. 
 
(Photo was taken by Mrs. D. Dekkers) 
 
 
 
 
Report of the inspection on 3 October 2020 
First of all, I thought it was a very pleasant day and there was plenty of room to 
organize a corona proof inspection. I also enjoyed the cooperation with the fellow 
judges. 
 
My inspection consisted of five Assendelfter Bantam hens and almost 30 North 
Dutch Blues Bantams, also all hens.  
The Assendelfters were generally good in type, the main considerations were 
mainly related to the often somewhat angular tail. In some animals, the “pel” was 
not sufficiently free from the spring edge and the spring shaft.  
The winning hen of René van de Kerkhof was well-peeled, but here the “pel” was 
not entirely black. You will then see some ground colour in the “pel” where it needs 
to be all black. 
The average quality of the North Dutch Blues Bantams was more than sufficient, to 
say the least. The winning hen, also by René, possessed an almost ideal cuckoo 
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colour and drawing, in addition to a beautiful type.  
Martin Vink’s 2nd F was a bit heavier, but still beautiful in type. The contrast 
between the dark and the light spring parts, however, was slightly greater. We 
prefer a less sharp transition in this cuckoo variety.   
A number of hens still had too little back length, this often went together with a 
slightly too wide tail shape as well.  
It was striking that almost all animals had a good eye colour. A point of attention is 
the comb heel; in several animals it was a bit serrated. Between all the rooster in 
cage 47 the most typical rooster was found but unfortunately this one came up a 
little short in the cuckoo drawing. 
 
Overall, it was a nice inspection and a well-organised day. I would also like to 
thank my writer whose name I don't remember (sorry), but I do remember that she 
lives in Dedemsvaart. 
 
Wim Voskamp 
 
 
Brief report of my inspection on the Young Animal Day of the Assendelfter 
and North Dutch Grouse Club, in Amersfoort on 3 October 2020. 
 
I was allowed to inspect the big Assendelfters, all the North Dutch grouse and the 
Assendelfter Bantam roosters. 
 
Seven large Assendelfters. That is not much. Of course, because of the current 
situation with Corona, it is understandable that not everyone is going to 'drag' their 
animals along. But the quality of the attendees did not paint the picture of quality 
that we actually would like to have. Two contestants in 3 colours is a very narrow 
base. Please, make sure that the gold does not turn too hard/dark brown. 
Furthermore, it is good to keep in mind that the animals that represent on the Young 
Animal Day as real youngsters and that therefore the predicate is not really 
representative of the animal at that given moment. It is more like a future predicate 
is issued, so to speak.  
 
27 North-Holland Blues followed. Early in the season, but already many animals 
were at full inspection strength colour-wise. Seven roosters to start with. There was 
some difference here: the winner in cage 9 showed the correct drawing and colour. 
Between the eyelash hairs, remotely, a blue one. A nice backline and the head 
decorations were not too large. The wings were also well attracted. Then 20 hens. 
Some quality difference here. Make sure the animals don't get too black. It should 
not be black and white, but more a dark grey-light grey. Whether there were 50 
shades of grey, I couldn’t honestly say, so I will leave that one up to you.  
Make sure that the back line does not become too short, and that the cushion 
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formation at the start of the tail does not become too large. Moreover, it needs a 
nice short tail to boot. 
 
Too bad the entry was not that large, but it was understandable. Not every breeder, 
in their view, will leave their home unnecessarily these days. Still, it's becoming a 
season that doesn't make us happy. Corona didn't provide us with enough room to 
get together, and the bird flu deprived us of getting to different places because of 
transportation restrictions. But luckily there will be a new season. The selection of 
your animals on this Young Animal Day may not have been optimal due to little 
competition and early in the season. Nevertheless, I hope that next season we will 
meet again under more normal circumstances. And you will, no doubt, know where 
the top animals can come from: Wim Noorloos won with both the roosters and the 
hens.   
 
Klaas van der Hoek, Wapenveld. 
 
 
Assendelfter and Assendelfter 
Bantams (sequel) 
 
Meanwhile, on Saturday 3 October the 
club day took place and we fully 
informed the members present via a 
PowerPoint presentation containing an 
explanation of what we are currently 
working on. We also showed 4 roosters 
and 5 hens of the Assendelfter Bantam 
gold pencilled. The results of the 
inspection weren't even disappointing.  
In the meantime, we also welcomed 
Hanno Dijkhorst to the committee 
and we are very happy with for him 
to join us! On 5 November we had 
our first meeting (at an appropriate 
distance, of course) and we were 
able to discuss our goals and what 
the status is at the moment. We are 
also considering whether we can 
perhaps form a technical breeding 
committee for the ANHBC and 
facilitate all breeds of our club and 
in particular at this time the 
ASSENDELFTER BANTAM. 
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The goals of our committee are: 
• Promotion: Kleindier magazine, Facebook, SZH, 

club shows, promotional booklet.  
• Make an inventory of the breeders. 
• Preservation of the breed(s).  
• State of the breed.  
• Identify technical problems (in particular of the 

Assendelfter Bantam) 
• Update the standard of the 

Assendelfter/Assendelfter Bantams. 
• Club judges and introducing our breeds to (new) 

judges.  
• Prices on our club show(s) in the form of a 

banner, rosette or similar for incentive.  
• Recommendations to the board. 

 
In the coming months we want to put energy into this 
and we would like to keep you informed via our club 
magazine. On Sunday 13 December, the committee 
will meet again to look at each other’s animals, to 
identify points of interest and/or improve them and to 
put together foundation breeds for 2021. 
 
We would like to see you again at the annual meeting 
of the ANHBC on 13 March 2021 in Amersfoort.   
 
Please, stay healthy and hopefully we will meet then.    
 
 
P.S. If there are people who are interested in eggs of 
the Assendelfter Bantam, we would like to hear this 
early on. We have to help each other! 
 
 
The ANHBC Technical Committee, 
H. Dijkhorst 
M. Vink 
R. v.d. Kerkhof  
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(Photos were taken by the committee) 
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Catalogus Jongdierendag 3 oktober 2020 
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ANHBC Prices Young Animal day 2020: 

 Ras Gender Name of breeder: Price 
number 

Amount 

1. Most beautiful Assendelfter Cage 3a Herbert Oudshoorn   

 Most beautiful Assendelfter Male: cage 5 Hanno Dijkhorst 1 €   5,00 

 Most beautiful Assendelfter Female: cage 3a Herbert Oudshoorn 2 €   5,00 

      

2. Most beautiful North-Holland 
Blue 

Cage 15 Wim Noorloos   

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Blue 

Male: cage 9 Wim Noorloos 13 €   7,50 

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Blue but 1 

Male: cage 12 Pier Keuning 14 €   5,00 

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Blue 

Female: cage 15 Wim Noorloos 15 €   7,50 

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Blue but 1 

Female: cage 18 Wim Noorloos 16 €   5,00 

      

3. Most beautiful Assendelfter 
Bantam 

Cage 38 René v.d. Kerkhof   

 Most beautiful Assendelfter 
Bantam 

Male: cage 33 René v.d. Kerkhof 5 €   5,00 

 Most beautiful Assendelfter 
Bantam 

Female: cage 38 René v.d. Kerkhof 6 €   5,00 

      

4. Most beautiful North-Holland 
Bantam 

Cage 60 René v.d. Kerkhof   

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Bantam 

Male: cage 49 René v.d. Kerkhof 21 €   7,50 

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Bantam but 1 

Male: cage 44 René v.d. Kerkhof 22 €   5,00 

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Bantam 

Female: cage 60 René v.d. Kerkhof 23 €  7,50 

 Most beautiful North-Holland 
Bantam but 1 

Female: cage 78 Martin Vink 24 €   5,00 

 
Congratulations to all the champions once again! 
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Article from the NRC Handelsblad, February 2020 
 
 

Animals  
do not 
complain 
 

Bernard Hulsman 
discusses  
architecture  
that is related.  
 
Today: a gorilla  
enclosure and a  
chicken farm. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Revolutionary Farmers is located on 
Kipster’s recently opened a chicken 
farm in Beuningen near Nijmegen. 
This is no exaggeration. Because 
just like Kipster’s previous 
chicken farm in Venray in 2017, 
the new Kipster stables for 40.000 
chickens are very different from 
the average barn. While most of 
the many millions Dutch chickens 
are reduced to a short and 
miserable stand in packed stables 
where they can never go outside, 
the Kipster chickens have quite 
the space. Not only do they have 
an indoor garden, complete with 
toy-posing, but they can also go 
outside across the full length of 
the building. Roosters are not 
gassed. The Kipster stables are 
also environmentally friendly. 
Particulate matter is caught and 
disposed of and the food consists 
of grain residues from bakeries. 
Solar panels on the roof provide 
more energy than is needed for the 
production of eggs and meat of the 
roosters. Kipster has even thought 
about the architecture. Usually a 
chicken or pigsty in the 
Netherlands is a strictly business-
like, ugly box with a bland sloping 
saddle roof with no intervention of 
an architect, Kipster has put John 
Michels, of V-string Projects, to 
work to design animal-friendly 
architecture. The desire of  ‘light, 
air and space’  has been translated 
into appropriate modernism. For 
example, the stable in Venray is an  
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Above:  
gorilla enclosure at London Zoo. 
 
 
Below:  
chicken farm of  Kipster in Beuningen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOTO’s  TECTIN, 1992/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

elongated box with a rear 
sloping glass facade to the 
north, so that the building seems 
to have been dug in. From the 
north facade a lower pre-
tilting part protrudes, 
allowing the chickens to 
enter the outer area.                                        
The stables are reminiscent 
of the animal enclosures that 
the original Russian architect 
Berthold Lubetkin (1901-
1990) designed in the 1990s. 
In 1933 Lubetkin emigrated 
to England where he became 
one of the pioneers of the 
New Building. His first 
building was the gorilla 
enclosure at London Zoo. 
This was followed by his 
famous Penguin Pool with 
two concrete counter 
pivoting ramp spirals and 
entire zoos: the Dudley Zoo 
and Whipsnade Zoo. For 
several British critics, 
Lubetkin's animal enclosures 
prompted them to mockingly 
note that modernist 
architecture was only 
suitable for animals. When 
Lubetkin was presented with 
this criticism in an interview 
a few months before his 
death, he shrugged and said, 
"There is no fundamental 
difference between building 
for people or animals. The 
only difference is that 
animals don't complain." 
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The board wishes everyone 
a very warm, cosy Christmas 
and a very happy New Year, 

full of love and health. 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Afzender: 
H.J. ter Horst 
Borgerweg 50  
9563 TJ Ter Apelkanaal 
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